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Clamp-on Rail System
The SS Snow Rail Clamp On is designed to clamp on to the standing seam of a metal roof system and hold
snow on the roof top allowing it to slowly melt. It is available as a single, double or triple snow rail that acts
as a fence holding the snow on the roof helping to prevent damage to property and people below.

Our clamp on snow rail is a pipe snow guard system
that performs the function of snow retention on a
standing seam metal roof. By utilizing our roof
clamps, this system clamps to the standing seam of
your metal roof. The bracket for the snow fence is
attached to the roof clamp and pipes are run
through the bracket for the length of the roof. It is a
continuous system in which one can use a single,
double or triple railing snow fence to hold back the
snow and ice from avalanching off the roof system.
Our clamp on mounted snow fence accommodate
only standing seam metal roofing applications.
For most architected buildings, the roof is the
capstone of the project. The SS Snow Railing adds
curb appeal and distinction to any metal roof. As
clean cut lines reach across the roofing plane, our
snow fence adds protection and security from dangerously falling snow and ice while sacrificing
nothing in appearance.

Office: (208)524-7371

When trying to decide if a snow fence is right for
your roof, please consider the following questions:
What are my snow retention needs?
What style of roof do I have?
Is the roof system adequate to retain
geographic snow loads?
What is my budget and is functionality
more important than appearance?
What are the basic dimensions of my
roof system?
If you can answer these basic questions and have
an idea of what you are looking for in a snow retention system, we are more than happy to help you
purchase a suitable product for your project. Sno
Shield’s snow fence is another quality snow
retention product proudly made in the USA.
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